ENFORCER™ - Property & Case Management
Product Highlights:
Property Management:
Multi Property Container assignment
ENFORCER™ features a fully
functional Property/Evidence
Management system that has
the ability to process all property
tasks from inception to batch
process elimination whether it is
being destroyed, or being
returned to the owner. Bar
coding support streamlines the
process from beginning to end,
as well as form letter generation.
ENFORCER™ features a full
Case Management module allowing investigators assignment,
solvability factoring, time and
cost management, among many
of the data tracking necessary
for solving open cases. Messaging allows communications from
supervisors to investigators and
vice-versa for reviews, case status and approvals by lead investigators or supervisors. Scheduled reminders assist in appointment scheduling for follow-ups
on cases under investigation.

Bar code scanning and label printing support
Features a Property Intake Module,
eliminating the need to create an
incident prior to entering property
associated to the incident in RMS.
Also allows full import support once
the incident report is entered.
Full Batch Processing—BY scanning each item, a queue is created
for a one time destruction or other
type of disposal
Inventory checks and balances process support
Full Chain of Custody support for a single item or multiple items
Form Letter generation streamlining Microsoft Word for User defined form letters
File Attachments (Photos , Streaming Video, Images, etc.)
Electronic signature support
Case Management:
Assignment of officer to a case incident
The ability to create a message along with assignment and require a response from the recipient
Full investigator access to case
reports with security enabled privileges
Time and cost management per
case or batch cases for budgeting
purposes
Case investigation based on solvability factors
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Full document, scanned images/
attachments, handwritten statements
Detailed Management Reports
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